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Optimal control in the design of material continua 

D. G. CARMICHAEL (NEDLANDS) 

SZEFER in a recent publication [35] outlined for the first time dte application of the distributed para
meter optimal control theory · to material continua. Two control system model variants were 
considered and associated optimality conditions were derived. This paper develops on the pio
neering work of Szefer and has four main thrusts. (i) An alternative derivation of the optimality 
conditions (Bellman's partial differential functional equation) for a class of problems relating 
to the model variant 11 is given. (ii) Acknowledgment is made for the first time of the existence 
of singular optimal controls in the solutions of the example design problems of Szefer. (iii) 
An additional· system model variant possibility for material continua is detailed. (iv) Related 
control theory applications to continuum mechanics and structural mechanics are reported. 

Szefer w publikacji [35] naszkicowal po raz pierwszy zastosowanie parametru rozloi:onego 
w teorii optymalnego sterowania. Rozwai:yl dwa warianty modelu ukladu sterowania i wypro
wadzil stowarzyszone warunki optymalno8ci. Praca niniejsza rozwija id~ pionierskiej pracy 
Szefera w czterech g16wnych kierunkach: (i) alternatywnego wyprowadzenia warunk6w opty
malno8ci funkcjonalnego r6wnania r6i:niczkowego C7Jlstkowego Bellmana dla klasy zagadnien 
dotyC7Jlcych 11 wariantu modelu, (ii) potwierdzenia po raz pierwszy istnienia osobliwego opty
malnego sterowania w rozwi~niach przyklad6w Szefera dotyC7Jlcych projektowania, (iii) 
szczeg61owego zbadania moi:liwo8ci dodatkowego wariantu modelu ukladu dla materiainych 
osrodk6w clWch, (iv) pokazania zastosowania pokrewnej teorii sterowania do mechaniki 
oSrodka ci~glego i mechaniki konstrukcji. 

llecl>ep B ny6~ [35] onHcaJJ BnepBbie npHMeHemle napaMeTpa pacnpe~eJieHWI B TeopHH 
onTHM8JlbHoro ynpasnemm. OH paccMOTpeJI ~a BapllaHTa Mo~eJIH pacnpe~eJieHWI ynpas
nemm H Bhmen acco~oBaHHble ycnoBWI OnTHMaJibHOCTH. HaCTo.R~ pa6oTa paasu
saeT ~ero HosaropcKoii pa6oTb1 illell>epa B t:IeTbipex rJiaBHbiX Hanpasnemmx: (i) aJibTep
HaTHBHoro BbmO~ yCJIOBHH OIITHMaJibHOCTH ( $ym<In~OHil.JlbHOro .z:tH4>4>epellllHil.JlbHOro ypas
HeHWI s t:IaCTHbiX npoH3BO~IX Ee.rmeMaHa) ~ KJiacca ~all, Kacaro~c.R 11 sapHaHTa 
Mo~eJIH; (ii) no~ep>l<,l:leHH.R snepBbie cyiUeCTBOBaHWI oco6oro OnTHMaJibHoro ynpasnemm 
s pemeHHRX npHMepos ille$epa, Kacaro~c.R npoeKTUposaHWI, (iii) no~o6Horo HccJie~o
BaHH.R B03MO>KHOCTH ~OllOJIHHTeJibHOrO BapHaHTa MO~eJIH CHCTeMbi ~ MaTepHaJibHbiX 
CIIJIOillHbiX cpe~; (iv) }'Ka38HWI npHMeHeHHH 6JIH3Koii reopHH ynpasneHH.R B MexaimKe 
CllJIOIIIHt>li cpe~I H B MexaHHKe KOHCTpy~. 

1. lntroduction 

SzEFER [35], writing in this journal, pioneered the application of the distributed parameter 
optimal control theory to material continua. In so doing, new formulations, interpretations 
and solution techniques were exposed for use in modelling and optimization in continuum 
mechanics. Two control system model types (denoted variants I and 11) were considered 
in the study and associated optimization problems were defined. Optimality conditions 
were derived using the principle of optimality of Bellman, and the conditions were applied 
to the optimization of plates on elastic foundations, three-dimensional elastic bodies and 
viscoelastic beams. 

This paper develops on the work of Szefer. In particular, an alternative and perhaps 
more general derivation of the optimality conditions for a class of distributed parameter 
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744 D. G. CARMICHAEL 

optimal control problems relating to the model variant 11 is proposed. Using Bellman's 
principle of opt~mality, the parameters defining the imbedded subsystem problems are the 
state defined on a one-parameter family of surfaces and the parameter of this family of 
surfaces. The variation is taken in the surfaces' parameter. The resulting equation expressing 
optimality is a distributed parameter system generalisation of Bellman's equation for 
lumped systems [8], (equivalently the Hamilton-Jacobi partial differential equation of the 
variational calculus [21]). This derivation was released in a research report [12] indepen
dently of the work in [35], a~d is presented below for its contrast with the published deri
vation in this last reference. Both works, [35 and 12], were directed to the same purpose, 
namely the application of distributed parameter optimal control techniques to material 
continua. An indication is also given, analogous to the lumped parameter arguments 
of [33, 27 and 19], of how these derived optimality conditions may be transformed 
to the lower order conditions of Pontryagin's maximum prjnciple where the canonic equa
tions assume a form similar to the generalised Euler-Lagrange equations outlined in [29], 
which was for the special two-dimensional case. An example of the use of the maximum 
principle is given. 

It is also noted that, in the examples given in [35], the formulations are candidate singular 
optimal control problems [7]; that is where, for example, the necessary conditions of Pon
tryagin's principle are satisfied in a trivial sense and supplementary conditions have to be 
examined to determine optimality. The occurrence of singular control problems in problems 
of structural optimization generally has only recently been observed [18, 13, 14, 17]. 
A discussion on the singular control theory is_ given and its application on the quoted 
examples demonstrated. The results indicate that solutions other than jump discontinuous 
optimal controls exist. 

For completeness, an additional model type, denoted variant Ill, is outlined and opti
mality conditions are referenced. An example is given of how continua may be modelled 
in this form. The three model variants are the only forms available in the control . theory 
literature for distributed parameter systems [18]. Variants I and 11 reduce to a standard 
lumped parameter form for the finite dimensional case, while variant Ill does not admit 
such a reduction. Variant Ill emphasizes the cross derivative terms in the continuum 
equations. 

Finally, in a literature survey of the subject area, 'incorporating material that has 
appeared subsequent to [35], several relevant works should be mentioned. In particular, 
the survey of ROBINSON [32] and the text of LIONS [28], complement the very detailed survey 
of the field of optimal control of distributed parameter systems iiven in [35]. With regard 
to the application of dynamic programming concepts in the study of optimality in the same 
field, the early thrust proceeded by a time-incrementing type procedure. ANGEL and BELLMAN 
[4, 1, 2, 3], however, suggested that minimization problems over regions be formulated 
through the device of minimizing over subregions. (They were specifically concerned with 
the Dirichlet functional resulting from the potential equation. DISTEFANO [20] on the bihar
monic equation uses a related device.) The choice of the subregion dictates the form of the 
final results. If an infinitesimal is chosen, as in [35] and in the following, a differential 
equation results. Dynamic programming as applied to structures is reviewed in [30], while 
some extentions to "non-serial" systems is given in [36] and probabilistic problems in [15]. 
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OPTIMAL CONTROL IN THE DESIGN OF MATERIAL CONTINUA 745 

The distributed parameter optimal control theory has been successfully applied to structural 
problems in [5, 6, 12 and 18], while [31, 12 and 16] discuss the modelling of continua 
according to a distributed parameter format. 

The notation adopted by SzEFER [35] is used throughout in the following. 

2. Optimality conditions - variant 11 

The following derivation is offered as equivalent yet alternative and perhaps more 
general to that given in [35]. Comments in particular are given on transformation of coor
dinates, allowable variations, limits of applicability and assumptions. 

Consider a domain defined in E" with a coordinate vector x = (x1 , x2 , ••• , x,)r, and 
a system described over a closed region Q, iri this domain, with piecewise smooth boundary 

FIG. 1. 

surfaces o!J'l and o!Jb (Fig. I, one portion shown only). The system equations will be taken 
to be of the form (variant 11) 

oU(x) ; 
-~- = f [x, U(x), ... , oU(x), ... , m(x)], i = 1, 2, ... , n, 

uX; 
(2.1) 

where U(x) = (U1 , ..• , Um)r denotes the state and m(x) = (m1 , ••• , m1)'r the control 
at any x E Q. fi are in general nonlinear vector valued functions, and o U denotes a collec
tion of partial derivatives of U each with respect to xh(h = 1, 2, ... ; h =1= i). 

Alternative admissible controls will be taken to 'be evaluated according to the 
optimality criterion 

(2.2) / 0 = J F[x, U(x), ... , oU(x), ... , m(x)]dQ. 
!J 

The functional equation approach of dynamic programming imbeds this minimization 
problem within a family of problems with "initial" state~ and locations of these initial 
states over Q as parameters. 
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746 D. G. CAR.MICHAEL 

Consider the region Q divideg into two subregions !J' and !J" separated by a closed 
surface S (Fig. 1) belonging to a one-parameter family of surfaces, 

(2.3) f/>(x1 , .•• , x,., c) = 0, 

where c is the parameter of the family. Scan be reduced to the boundary surfaces ofl' 
and ofi' by a continuous deformation. The appendix shows that such a family can be 
constructed using, for example, a spherical polar coordinate system for the three-dimen
sional case. On S, the areal measurement s = s(x1 , ••• , x,.) and the parameter c = c(x1 , 

... , x,.) which can be solved for x1 , ••. , x,. to yield x1 = x1 (s, c), ... , x,. = x,.(s, c); that is 
U(x)-+ U(s, c), m(x)-+ m(s, c) on S. Define 

(2.2a) 1![U,m,c] = j F[y, U(y), ... , oU(y), ... ,m(y)]dy. 
{J" 

That is 13 is the criterion evaluated over the region !J" from the state U at S fo the state 
at o!Jb determined by the (admissible) control {m(y); ye !J"}. Here m(y) is arbitrary 
and independent of U(y). Suppose now the optimal control m is used. At each state U, 
m is determined by U and so m = m( U). Then 

(2.2b) Io[U, c] = 13 [U, m, c] = min 13 [U, m, c]. 
m 

The arguments of l 0 , namely U and c, in this sense may be regarded as parameters defining 
a family of problems. The integral defining 13 may be expressed as the sum of two terms 
corresponding to an incremental portion over the region ne between two nearby members· 
of the family of surfaces given by f/>(x1 , ... , x,., c) = 0 and f/>(x1 , ... , x,., c+ c5c) = 0 
and the residual portion !1' = Q"-ne. 

If a change of variables is made in the variables of integration from (x1 , ... , x,.) to (s, c), 
then 

c+"c 

(2.4) 10 [U, c] = min[ J J F[s, c, U(s, c), ... , oU(s, c), ... , m(s, c)] IJ(s, c)lds-dc 
m c S 

+ j F[v, U(v), ... , oU(v), ... , m(v)]dv+0(<5c)], 
D' 

where IJ(s, c)l denotes the Jacobian; v e !J". 
This Jacobian may be evaluated when f/> is not defined explicitly by considering a incre

mental change in the surface f/> and a transformation of (x1 , ... , x,.) coordinates to (t, s) 
coordinates where equal differential volumes are preserved [12]. t denotes the outward 
surface normal. For such a transformation 

~~~~ 
1 J(s, c >I = -=-[ __ _:_..;.___:_ __ -=-] . u:.r + ... +[;:.r 

For small !Jc and omitting terms 0( !Jc) of small order higher than lJc 

(2.5) Io[U, c] = min [ !Jc J F[s, c, u, ... 'au, ... 'm]IJ(s, c)l ds-+lo[U', c'] J 
.. s 
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OPTIMAL CONTROL 'IN 1HE DESIGN OF MATERIAL CONTINUA 747 

using the principle of optimality, and where 

c' = c+~c, 

U' = U(s, c') = U(s, c+~c), 

l0 [U', c'] = l0 [U(s, c+~c), c+()c]. 

The assumption is now made that J0 has partial derivatives with respect to the state U1 

and parameter c, and that the derivatives exist. If this assumption holds, l0 [ U', c'] may be 

expanded in the neighbourhood of l0 [ U, c]. After substituting in Eq. (2. 5), , cancelling 

I0 [ U, c], dividing by ~c and letting ~c --. 0, then 
A ft A 

ol0 [U, c] . f [ · . ~ oi0 [U, c] oU1 ] 
(2.6) - oc· =miD _ F[s, .c,U, ... ,au, ... ,m]IJ(s,c)I+L.J au 7fC ds. 

m S }=1 j 

This result holds for all c. The optimal solution must satisfy Eq. (2.6) as well as Eq. (2.1). 
A 

This yields a complete set of equations to determine 10 [U, c] being minimized with respect 

to the "initial" state U. Although the notation does not distinguish, ai.~~: c] implies a func-
J 

tional or variational partial derivative [37]. 
The expression (2.6) is an extended form of Bellman's equation applicable for the 

distributed parameter problem that was formulated. It is both a necessary and sufficient 
condition for optimality. The solution of the (Hamilton-Jacobi-) Bellman equation is very 
difficult in general. Methods for solution are available, for example, in works on classical 
mechanics and the control theory [21, 32]. The optimal control follows from the solution 

of Eq. (2.6) for l0 • 

3. Transformation of the optimality conditions 

As a result of the difficulties involved-in solving the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, 
it is often found more convenient to transform this equation into the lower order equations 
(Hamilton's canonical equations analogue) occurring in the maximum principle and the 
Hamiltonian form of the calculus of variations [27]. In so doing absolute minimality 
is replaced by relative minimality. The transformation may be done by showing that the 

gradient vector of l 0 is related to the costate vector required in the canonical equations 
[19, 9, 32, 27, 21]. 

Recalling that c = c(x1 , ... , x,.), Eq. (2.6) becomes (dropping arguments) 
11 A m 11 A 

- · ~ aio ox, =minfJFIJ(s,c)l+ ~ ~ a/0 au1 ox1 }ds 
L.J ax, ac m l LJ LJ auj ax, oc 
1=1 s j=1 1=1 

(3.1) 

and further reduces, if the boundaries are aligned with the x1 , ... , x,. axes, to 
n A m n A 

(3.2) -2 ~; = min J JF+ 2 2 ~~ ~~1 }ds. 
1•1 l m S l }•1 I= 1 j I 
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748 D. G. CARMICHAEL 

The result (3.2) is subject to a certain qualification, however, a qualification resulting from 

. setting the Jacobian and the ~xi terms equal to unity in Eq. (3.1). This simplification is . uc 
only possible if the increments ~x1 are the same in each of the coordinate directions implying 
that the inner and outer boundaries ana and o!Jb are concentric hypercubes. Where the ~Xi 
differ, ratio terms of the increments according to the particular problem would have to be 
incorporated. Equation (3.1) remains applicable in all cases. The result (3.2) is nevertheless 
applicable for all planar regions (and n-dimensional regions with n -1 or n interval limits 
the same) with outer boundaries only, by introducing a suitable imaginary inner boundary. 
For example, the inner boundary in the two-dimensional case would correspond to a line 
parallel to the long side of the rectangle; boundary conditions on this inner boundary 
would be continuity conditions on the state across the boundary. 

Exchange the minimization problem for a maximization problem according to max 
(-E)= -min(E) as follows: 

11 A m 11 

(3.3) 2 ~; = max J {F(-1)+ 2 21JJ}!j}ds, 
i= 1 i m S j= 1 i= 1 

where the vectors vi(x), i = 1, 2, ... , n with m components defined by 

(3.4) i. [ laio li . aio li]T 
VJ = - i oUt ' ... ' - oUm ' i = 1' ... 'n 

have been introduced. The superscript i denotes that the state is associated with the system 
equatio·n i, i = 1 , ... , n. 

If a Hamiltonian is defined as 

(3.5) H(x, U, ... , oU, ... , vi, m)~ -F(x, U, ... , oU, ... , m) 

m n 

+ ~ ~ 'PJ(x)f}(x, u, ... , au, ... ,m) 
i=1 i=1 

then Eq. (3.3) becomes 

n A 

(3.6) J. ~Io = max J Hds. 
.:-J uX· 
1=1 ' m S 

Considering the arbitrariness of the location of the surfaceS, then Eq. (3.6) is a statement 
of the maximum principle of Pontryagin. 

The result (3.6) implies that the control m is chosen over the domain !J such that the 
Hamiltonian as given by Eq. (3.5) is maximized everywhere. His a function of m through 
Fand/1

, i = 1, ... , n. The vectors 1p1
, i = 1, ... ., n are obtained from the partial derivatives 

of l0 with respect to the state U as given in Eq. (3.4). This may be a difficult task, first 

finding fa, and so an alternative means of deriving 'Pi would be desirable. This is achieved 
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OPTIMAL CONTROL IN THE DESIGN OF MATERIAL CONTINUA 749 

by deriving a set of costate equations in 1p1
, which can be shown {29, 12] to be of the 

general form 
11 

(3.7) ~ 01p} oH [ oH ] 4 ox1 = - auj -( -l)o . arauj] - ., .. , 
•=1 

j= l, ... ,m, 

where the second and subsequent terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3.7) arise from the 
state derivatives on the right hand side of the system equations (2.1 ). 

4. Singular optimal control 

Considering the lumped parameter equivalent of the maximum principle for explanation 
purpose, an extremal of the optimal control problem is said to be singular if the identities 

(4.1) Hm[U, m, 1p, x] = 0, detiHmmLU, m, 'f', x)]l = 0 

hold over part or all of the x interval. The subscript notation implies differentiation here. 
For the case of the control appearing linearly in the Hamiltonian, the above situation occurs. 
This is the case of the example problems in [35] and is the most commonly appearing sin
gular control fonntdation. ·The problem is said to be singular of the . order p if the 2p'th 
derivative of a HI omlc with respect to X is the first to contain the control variable mic explic
itly with a coefficient which is non-zero. The control variable m~: is referred to as a singular 
control [7]. A. totally singular control function satisfies H, = 0 for all x e !J. A partially 
singular control function satisfies H m = 0 only over subintervals of D called the singulari
ty intervals. Pontryagin's principle in such situations is seen to be trivially satisfied and 
supplementary conditions have to be invoked to determine optimality. For the case of 
vector control, the g~neralized Legendre-Clebsch condition is [7] 

a [ dll ] 
om dxll Hm = O, 

( 4.2) q odd, and 

< -t)' a: [ ;';:. n.] .;; o, Vxe!J. 

Other necessary conditions and sufficient conditions may be similarly quoted [7]. 
Consider the example of [35] on the optimization of a plate on an elastic foundation. 

For the lumped parameter equivalent problem and using the same notation, a Hamilton
ian may be defined 

(4.3) 

where 

6 
Ut = W., 

and 1p1 , ••• , 1p4 are costate variables. 

5 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 6n8 
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According to the maximum principle, the extremal control yields the maximum of the 
Hamiltonian. For the above Hamiltonian, the solution can be seen to be governed by the 
values taken by the coefficient of the linearly appearing control term. Formally 

(4.4) k
"(u ) _ {M• if t/>(U, VJ, x) < o, 

'VJ, x - M ·f "'(U ) o 2 I 'I' , 1p, X > , 
where M1 and M 2 are the upper and lower bounds on admissible values of the foundation 

coefficient k(x) . . 4> = -i;u1 is the coefficient of k in Hand is often called a switching 

function since the control changes sign everytime t/J(x) changes sign. This in principle creates 

a well-defined piecewise continuous ("bang-bang") control k(x), the assumption being that 
the coefficient q, becomes zero at only isolated values of x e D. However, the coefficient 
may vanish over a finite subinterval of D. The corresponding control is termed singular. 
A singular control :may comprise a portion of the optimal solution. The non-singular 
portions (corresponding to the direct solution of the state and costate equations with 

k = M1 or M2 ) of the extremal control are defined by the boundary conditions and certain 
continuity properties with the singular portions. It is remarked that the presence of singular 
controls need not necessarily imply that the optimal solution contains singular controls. 
This has to be shown. 

An examination of q, is necessary therefore to show the existence or non-existence 
of a singular control in the optimum solution. The singular solution may be found from 
the property that 4> remains zero on the singular arc, or equivalently from the vanishing 
of the derivatives of q, 

dlf> d2lf> d 3lf> 
<4·5) dx = dx2 = dx3 = ··· = O. 

That is, k is determined such that 4> = 0 over the particular interval of interest. Each 
derivative is applied successively until an expression containing the control is obtained. 
Use is made of the state and costate equations to express the singular control in terms of the 
state and costate variables. 

Differentiating, ~~ , ~:~ , and ~:~ are all independent of the control. However, 

which gives 

k = :,'I'• [ -2u:-4VJ1U2 +1Hp2 u.-4tp.u .. + "''JJq]. 
The generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition, p = 2 

(4.6) ( -1)2 
[- ~ (- 2ul>'l'• )] = 2u~;• ~ 0 

from Eq. (4.5). This implies that there is no jump discontinuity of the foundation coeffi
cient. In fact the solution may be termed ''bang-singular-bang" rather than "bang-bang". 
It is noted in the above that p = 2 in the generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition. For p 
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even, jump discontinuities in the control, when transferring from a singular subarc to a non
singular subarc, are ruled out [7]. Indeed the singular subarc joins the non-singular subarc 
with onset of saturation. 

Similar exercises may be performed on the other examples in [35] to determine whether 
the singular solution is in fact part of the optimal solution. The above computations were 
given for the lumped parameter case on which essentially all of the control literature has 
been concentrated .. The difficulty in translating the lumped parameter conditions to the 
distributed parameter case may be estimated when a survey of the distributed parameter 
field only uncovers two references [34, 18]. For the present it seems that the problem of 
singular solutions in the design of material continua can only be handled by alluding to the 
equivalent finite dimensional problem. 

S. A variant ID possibility 

A system model alternative to variants I and 11 appears in the control literature [22, 
23, 10] and may equally well be used in the continuum mechanics. The model, denoted 
here as variant Ill for description purposes, relies on the symmetry of the governing con
tinua constitutive equations by emphasizing cros~ derivative terms in the following manner: 

a2U(x) 
(5.1) a a = f[x, U(x), ... , aU(x), ... , m(x)], 

x1 x2 

where X = (xl, X2f, aU(x) denotes derivatives of U With respect to either X1 or X2, and 
f is in general a nonlinear vector-valued function of the arguments shown. 

The model is applicable in descriptions over two-dimensional planar regions. The left 
hand sides are now (compare with variants I and 11) second-order derivatives correspond
ing to the isolation of the cross derivative terms from the remaining derivative terms. 
No cross derivatives of state appear on the right hand sides. The form, unlike variants I 
and 11, is not reducible to a standard lumped parameter version on transferring to a one
dimensional x. The form of variant Ill, Eq.(5.1), may be extended to domains of dimension
ality greater than two, by isolating the highest cross derivative on the left hand side. 

To illustrate the type of decomposition involved in formulating variant Ill, consider 
the equation for an elastic plate on a Winkler foundation [35, Eq. (4.1)] 

a2 a2 
DL1L1w = q(x1, x2)-k(x1, x)2w, L1 = -a 2 +-a 2 • 

xl x2 
o2w 

Set U1 = w, and U2 = D a a as·.states, and m= k as the control. 
x1 x2 

Differentiating 

a2 U1 u2 
=-, ax1 ax2 D 

a2u2 1 [ a4 U1 a4 ul] a a = -2 q-mul -D-a 4 -D-a 4 • 
~ ~ ' ~ ~ 

This is now in the general form of variant Ill. It is remarked that, as with all state equation 
formulations, the set of state variables is non-unique. 

S* 
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Historically systems modelled according to a variant Ill format were the first distri
buted parameter systems for which a maximum principle was obtained. Its introduction 
was the beginning of the transfer from integral equation systems as pioneered by BuTKOVSKI 
and LERNER [11] to the more general differential equation systems. A. I. EooRov's initial 
investigations with a variant Ill form were on quasi-linear partial differential equations 
(22], proving sufficiency of the optimization for the linear case. This was generalized to 
sets of equations of the second order [23] and special conditions were obtained for hyper
bolic, parabolic and elliptic equations [24, 25, 26]. In all cases the basic mode of derivation 
of the necessary conditions for optimality followed Rozonoer's method [32]. For a summary 
of A. I. Egorov's work, see Bl.TfKOVSKI [10], where results for special controls are given. 
CARMICHAEL [12] summarizes the necessary conditions for optimality for both general and 
rectangular domains. 

6. Concluding remarks 

The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman. functional equation may be obtained for a class of 
distributed parameter systems, variant 11, through the device of a one-parameter family 
of surfaces. The underlying restrictive assumptions relate to smoothness and continuity 

conditions on l0 and are no greater than for the conventional lumped parameter functional 
equation. The functional equation may be reinterpreted as a distributed parameter version 
of Pontryagin's maximum principle. 

Model variants I, II and Ill, together with their associated optimality conditions, will 
cover a very broad class of modelling and op~mization problems likely to be encountered 
in continuum mechanics. The choice of the class of system with which to model any con
tinuum will vary with the characteristics of the particular continuum. The model variants 
11 and Ill are suitable for systems behaving similarly in each of their independent variable 
(x) directions. Where behaviour differs in one particular direction, the model variant I 
would probably be preferred. 

Singular controls can be shown to form part of the optimal solution in . continua design 
problems. The optimal control in such cases is not necessarily jump discontinuous. Charac
·teristically the singular controls. occur .where the control appears linearly in the model 
and/or the criterion. Additional necessary conditions are then required to establish the 
optimality or non-optimality of the singular solution. 

The advantages and rationale of formulating problems in continuum mechanics within 
a control system context is. admirably stated by SzEFER [35] · and needs no ·further rein
forcement. 

Appendix. A one-parameter family of surfaces 

A one-parameter family of surfaces is used above in a qualitative manner. This appen
dix shows that such a family can be constru~, for example, using a spherical polar 
coordinate system in the three-dimensional case. 
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Consider a spherical coordinate system (e, 0, t/J) [Fig. 2). 

Set OP = l!t, 

PR= F, PQ =cF. 

When c = 0, S coincides with a!J", c = 1, S coincides with a!i'. Now 

e = OQ = l!t +cF = l!t +c(e2-et), 

FIG. 2. 

753 

where e, e1 and e2 are all functions of 0, t/J. Then c defines a family of surfaces which moves 
from a!J" to a!i' as c goes from 0 to 1. 

The transformation from the (x1 , x2 , x3) coordinate system to the (e, 0, t/J) system is 

Xt = esinOcosq,, x2 = esinOsintjJ, x3 = ecosO 

for which the Jacobian I J(e, o, q, )I = e2sin0. 
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